E. L. A. S. P. A.
ELYRIA /LORAIN AREA SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS ASSOCIATION
Meeting and Presentation

Topic
TECHNOLOGY OF BEHAVIOR INTERVENTIONS
Students with Disabilities and the Goal of Student Behavior

Presenters: Natalie Voytek, Intervention Specialist; Kathy Brand, Special Program Director
From Jackson Local Schools

Date and Time: Monday, November 26th
12:15 – 1:00 Lunch; 1:00 – 2:45 Presentation and Discussion

Location: Lorain County Educational Services Center
1885 Lake Ave., Elyria, OH 44035

Cost: $15 Lunch and Presentation
(For School Psychologists the $15 Includes lunch, dues, and presentation)

Open to anyone interested in attending. Please invite Special Education Supervisors, Intervention Specialists, Counselors, or others to join us.

Best practice behavior interventions for whole group and individual students with disabilities will be discussed. Topics will include: implementing the behavioral plan(s) using strategies such as count, intervals, self-monitoring, and plus-merit aware system; data collection timelines using the AC (Antecedent Behavior Consequence) method; identifying the target behavior in order to implement a positive behavior replacement; using the Force-Choice Reinforcement Menu to identify suggested motivational rewards including the implementation of effective positive reinforcement based on student needs; fading the reinforcement to create student independence, and use of Google Docs to ease the data collection process, increase student enthusiasm and self-advocacy. Suspension data will be presented.
We would appreciate you contacting us on your intentions to attend, Lunch and Presentation, or Presentation only.
Barb Harris, 440-988-5506, barb502@oh.rr.com
Denise Eslinger 440-476-6636, desling@bgsu.edu
(However, please feel free to attend even if you have not called)